www.stoptheswamp.org

Our Mission:

TO PRESERVE AND PROTECT THE MAUMEE
BAY BY STOPPING THE OHIO DEPARTMENT
OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND THE TOLEDO
LUCAS COUNTY PORT AUTHORITY’S
EFFORTS TO BUILD SWAMPS IN THE
MAUMEE BAY AND CULLEN PARK

Purpose of today’s meeting is not for citizens to air their concerns, we know
what your concerns are, we share them. The purpose is:
➢ To make it clear that this is not just a Point Place issue. These swamps need
to be stopped because they are a misuse of H2Ohio funds, they will not
improve water quality – they will do the opposite, and they will negatively
impact the Greater Toledo Metropolitan area, the Toledo economy, the
Maumee Bay, and Lake Erie.
➢ To make sure you are fully informed about the current designs and the
status of the projects.
➢ To let you know what we have been doing to stop these projects.
➢ To let you know what you can do to help us get these projects stopped.
➢ To answer any remaining questions you have.

WE REPRESENT A LARGE AND DIVERSE POPULATION
To name a few:
•

Environmentalists and others working to protect Lake Erie

•

Boaters (power, wind, and ice) from all around the greater Toledo
area

•

All Recreational Users of Maumee Bay and Lake Erie

•

Over 1,000 Petitioners

•

The Facebook Group “Stop the Swamp” with 582 members at last
count

•

Point Place Residents

THE MAUMEE BAY IS TOLEDO’S
GREATEST NATURAL RESOURCE
IT NEEDS TO BE PROTECTED
NOT DIKED OFF AND FILLED IN

CULLEN PARK IS MORE
THAN JUST A BOAT
LAUNCH

It is the Westernmost
Point in Lake Erie.

It is the only public access to Lake
Erie in the City of Toledo

ITS RANKED #6 ON TRIP ADVISOR

The Maumee Bay is a year-round playground
Summer

Spring and Fall bring in Birders, Hunters, and Fishermen

Maumee
Bay

There will be one
on each side of
the Cullen Park
causeway.

THE WETLANDS WILL BE
CONSTRUCTED IN THE
MAUMEE BAY

Placing Wetlands Here Will Only Make
The Local Algal Bloom Problem Worse
By Trapping Algae From Both The River
And The Lake.
DOWNTOWN
TOLEDO
Wetland
project areas

Algae gets blown in from the lake during
northeasterly winds.

As a result of steady easterly winds, one Algal Bloom
was pushed all the way up the river to downtown,
when the winds stopped, it came right back down to
Cullen Park and the Maumee Bay.

“Typically, seiches (i.e. fluctuations in water levels
within Lake Erie that move water throughout the
lake) bring about three times more water into Cullen
Bay than direct flows from the Maumee River. . . .
direct flows through the Cullen Park project area are
lower (typically <1% of the total Maumee River flow)
Answer to Q&A from 12/17/20 public meeting.

In the first public meeting, the community stressed that these swamps could not stand up
to the waves we get along the bay and that no maintenance plan can keep up with the
amount of driftwood that will pile up multiple times each year. The community was
ignored.

Waves crashing onto Maumee Bay shoreline close to
Grassy Island site.

Logs thrown up on dike close to Grassy Island
site.

According to the Cullenbaywetlands
website,
The goal of the Cullen Bay wetlands
restoration projects is to improve water
quality in Lake Erie by reestablishing the
wetlands that historically existed within
the mouth of the Maumee River.
Western Maumee Bay historical wetlands:
❖Manhattan Marsh
❖Detwiler Marsh
❖Erie Marsh
Each one has been, or is being, restsored.

The Cullen Park swamp site is surrounded by at
least 15 acres of wetlands that have stood the
test of time. It is a misuse of H2Ohio funds
bury these wetlands behind a dike wall and a
swamp that will not survive.

Similarly, the Grassy Island swamp site
also already has high quality wetlands.

Excerpt from June 3, 2019 Application for Section 401 Water Quality Certification prepared and
filed by Mannik & Smith on behalf of the City of Toledo.

Before the ODNR and the Port took over the
project, the Mannik Smith Group evaluated
the Cullen Park Causeway as a wetland
restoration site and rejected it already had
a healthy wetland that didn’t need to be
restored.

There already is more than 2,500 additional acres of wetlands in the local area.

THE DESIGNS

THE CULLEN PARK SWAMP DESIGN version 1
In a press release this week, ODNR and the Port referred people to
Cullenbaywetlands.com to learn more about the design for this swamp.
If you go to the website and search for the Cullen Park wetland designs, this is what you will find:

“From the shoreline, one will be able to look out onto open water, which will
transition into a low green band of wetland vegetation followed by more
expansive open water.”

That design is pretty

It was also
scrapped months ago

THE CULLEN PARK WETLAND DESIGN version 2.
➢ Will be surrounded by a dike. 579’
elevation recommended, which will rise 6-9
feet above the water line during typical
hi/lo water cycles.
➢ Water will enter and exit through 6x6 foot
box culverts with Carp gates.
➢ The top of the dike will be a walking path
wide enough for small pickups and
maintenance vehicles to drive on.
➢ There will be portages built into the dike to
carry a kayak or canoe over.
➢ We don’t have any information about how a
dike 6-9 feet above the water level will
connect to Bayview Park and Summit Street.

To summarize
If the Cullen Park swamp is built:

Cullen Park visitors will not see this
anymore.

They will not see this either.

VISITORS TO THE PARK WILL SEE THIS

THE CUT BETWEEN GRASSY ISLAND AND THE CAUSEWAY HAS BEEN THERE
SINCE THE 1960’S AND NEVER NEEDS DREDGING DUE TO THE PRESSURE OF THE
MAUMEE RIVER BEING PUSHED THROUGH IT.

The Cut

The Cut

IN THE FIRST PUBLIC MEETING, THE COMMUNITY WAS LOUD AND CLEAR ABOUT
THE NEED TO KEEP THE CUT OPEN. THIS NEED WAS EMPHASIZED AGAIN IN THE
SECOND MEETING.
In the Q & A published after the December public meeting, the community was assured
that:

“Neither of the current concepts for the Cullen Park nor
the Grassy Island Nutrient Reduction Wetlands projects
include any design features that affect the causeway or
the water area between the existing recreational boat
channel and the causeway.”

GRASSY ISLAND SWAMP CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
DRAFT of initial design. Revisions are ongoing.
200’
wide

➢ The Cut is replaced with a channel that is
200 feet wide and runs the entire length
of Grassy Island

➢ The swamp will be surrounded by a dike
that rises 6-9 feet above the water line,
just like the Cullen Park swamp.
➢ The top of the dike will have a walking
path and there will be portages built into
the dike.
➢ 6’ x 6’ box culverts with carp screens will
be use to let water in and out.

200’

➢ The swamp will extend approximately 0.4
miles into the Maumee Bay and will dike
off and fill approximately 75 acres of the
bay

For perspective:
This is an aerial view of the Lost
Peninsula Marina
The red box is the size of the new
channel overlaid on the Lost
Peninsula docks.

THE NEW CHANNEL WILL CREATE DANGEROUS HAZARDS
Because high diked walls run the entire way
on both sides of the channel, there will be
dangerous blind spots for boats entering and
exiting the channel. It is a recipe for collision.
Currently, people launch their kayaks,
waterbikes, and canoes in Cullen Park and
paddle around Squadron Island at the end of
the Causeway, staying in the shallower water
and away from boats using the Cut.

The Grassy Island swamp will prohibit the
ability to launch in Cullen Park and paddle
around to the bay. The larger boats and the
wakes they create will make it unsafe for them
to do so.

Line of sight

THE NEW NARROW CHANNEL WILL FILL WITH SEDIMENT AND DEBRIS,
RENDERING IT UNNAVIGABLE

THIS HAS MAJOR CONSEQUENCES FOR BOATERS
For a trip downtown for dinner,
round trip it will add approximately:
• 27 miles
• An hour to an hour and a half
• $27 with gas at $3.00 per gallon
$36 with gas at $4.00 per gallon
On windy days, small boats might
not be able to make the trip at all.

THE LOSS OF THE CUT AND EASY ACCESS FROM THE OTTAWA
RIVER TO THE MAUMEE RIVER WILL HAVE A DETRIMENTAL
EFFECT ON THE TOLEDO ECONOMY

Yacht Clubs, Boat Clubs and Marinas On the Ottawa River and
Maumee Bay Use the Cut to Go Downtown
Bayview Yacht Club
Jolly Roger Sailing Club
Ottawa River Yacht Club
Point Place Boat Club
Riverview Yacht Club
Boaters with their own docks

Toledo Ice Yacht Club
Toledo Yacht Club
Jockett’s Marina
Lost Peninsula Marina
Bush’s Marina
Harborview Yacht Club

THE SWAMPS ARE BEING DESIGNED TO THE CURRENT HIGH LAKE LEVELS.
AS A RESULT THEY WILL FAIL UNLESS THEY GET EXPENSIVE RECONTOURING WITH THE NEXT 2-5 YEARS.

‘

Maintenance Expenses Will Be Substantial
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Frequently free wetland of debris - including full tree trunks
Maintain vegetation– just like a flower garden
Remove sediment- 2,500-5,000 tons of sediment is expected to accumulate annually
Control invasive and/or aggressive species already at site: phragmites, garlic mustard, purple
loosestrife, and tartarian honeysuckle, american lotus
Remove biomass – aquatic plants release phosphorous back into the water when they decompose.
The decomposition is also what makes them smell so bad.
Recontour the bottom of the wetland cells and replant the areas with vegetation to adjust the
wetland to new lake levels and enhance nutrient uptake and sedimentation – if they build it as
currently designed, it will need recontouring within the first 1-5 years.
Monitor structural integrity on a regular basis and take measures to correct structural deficiencies
should they arise.
Dredge and maintain the channel that replaces the maintenance free and safer Cut.

GUARANTEED FUNDING & MAINTENANCE FOR 10 YEARS IS NOT ACCEPTABLE
THE WETLANDS WILL BE HERE FOREVER.

THE SCIENCE

FOIA REQUEST SENT TO PORT FOR STUDIES, MODELS, AND REPORTS USED
TO:
❑ DESIGN THE SWAMPS,
❑ CALCULATE NUTRIENT REMOVAL RATES OF THE SWAMPS,

❑ DETERMINE IMPACT SWAMPS WILL HAVE ON THE SWAMP AREAS
❑ DETERMINE IMPACT SWAMPS WILL HAVE ON THE BAY AS A WHOLE

RESPONSE:

The Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority has conducted a
review of its files and has not identified any public records
responsive to your request.

THE NUTRIENTS

NUTRIENT REMOVAL
PORT ESTIMATE:
The Cullen Park swamp will remove and retain 10-40 US tons of phosphorous annually.
This is impossible.
To remove 10-40 tons of phosphorous annually, this has to happen:
1. 1% of the Maumee River has to flow into the Maumee Bay in Cullen Park.
2. 100% of that has to flow through the swamp.
3. 100% of the phosphorous entering the swamp has to be removed by, and
retained in, the swamp.
Even if the swamp did the impossible and met all 3 requirements, it would still only
reduce the phoshorous load on Lake Erie by 7/10,000ths to 27/10,000ths.

SCIENCE BASED ESTIMATE:
Scientific studies show that wetlands with
characteristics similar to the Cullen Park swamp only
retain 13-55% of the phosphorous that enters them.
Still using the inflated estimates that 100% of the 1%
of the river will flow through the swamp, the swamp
will only reduce the load by 3/10,000ths to
14/10,000ths.

THE SWAMP DESIGNS WILL
INCREASE
THE
PHOSPHOROUS LOAD
ENTERING LAKE ERIE
FROM THE MAUMEE RIVER

This is the current flow pattern at the mouth of the Maumee River.

When some of the flow is diverted into Cullen Park and through the Cut, the
remaining flow slows down, takes longer to get past Grassy Island and drops more
nutrient laden sediment before it reaches the lake.

This is the new flow pattern after the swamps are built.
The Grassy Island swamp fills in the Cut, turning it into a narrow slow moving channel.
The Cullen Park swamp juts out into the Maumee River altering the direction of the flow.
The effect of these two things is that the Maumee River flows faster down the shipping channel and past Grassy
Island. This allows less time for nutrient laden sediment to settle out, and forces more of it into Lake Erie.
Think of the Maumee River as a garden hose. The Cut would
be a leak in the hose. When you patch the leak (replace the
fast moving Cut with the long, narrow, slow moving channel)
you get more pressure from the hose.
When you put your thumb over a hose, you get more
pressure and can push dirt farther. The Cullen Park swamp
juts out where the river opens to the mouth, just like your
thumb would cover the opening of the hose.
This is supported by a study commissioned by the USACE
in 2016 to evaluate the effects of altering the Cullen Park
Causeway.
In scientific terms it is known as Bernoulli’s principle.

The only direct flow of the Maumee River
into the Western end of the Maumee Bay
is what flows through the Cut.
When sediment gets pushed in during a
storm, there is very little flow to push it
back out. As a result, sedimentation is
slowly filling in the bay.
This could get exponentially worse if the
Cut is replaced with the long narrow
channel and that flow is reduced.
Without proof the swamps will not cause
increased sedimentation in the Maumee
Bay, these swamps shouldn’t even be
considered.

DECREASED FLOW = INCREASED SEDIMENT

There used to be a dock with a diving board at the end of it
coming off of this breakwall

After these
homeowner’s have
already lost their
waterfront, ODNR and
the Port want to add
insult to injury and build
a swamp in front of their
homes.

PHRAGMITES WILL TAKE OVER THE SWAMPS
JUST LIKE THEY HAVE TAKEN OVER THE
OTHER WETLANDS IN THE AREA
It doesn’t matter who is
charge of maintenance.

Phragmites can’t be
contained.
Maumee Bay – ODNR
Detwiler Marsh – City of Toledo
Erie Marsh – The Nature Conservancy
Manhattan Marsh -- Metroparks

There Are Numerous Locations Better Positioned
For H2ohio Wetlands.
These are just 2 Between Toledo and Grand Rapids

CULLEN PARK SWAMP
BY THE NUMBERS
CONSTRUCTION COST -- $4.8 MILLION
PERCENTAGE OF ODNR 2020 H2Ohio Budget -- 9.4%
MAINTENANCE COSTS – UNKNOWN

PHOSPHOROUS CAPTURED IN SWAMP – 5-21 TONS
(3/10,000ths to 14/10,000ths of load entering Lake Erie from Ohio tributaries)

ADDITIONAL PHOSPHOROUS SENT INTO THE LAKE– 17-59 TONS

EFFECT ON WATER QUALITY – MADE WORSE, NOT BETTER

CONCLUSION:
THIS SWAMP IS NOT ONLY A MISALLOCATION OF H2Ohio FUNDS

IT IS ENVIRONMENTALLY AND FISCALLY IRRESPONSIBLE

1. Why is this the only H2Ohio wetland project
without an environmental conservation group
partner?
2. If these swamps are financially and
environmentally irresponsible, a misallocation
of H2Ohio funds, and so detrimental in so
many ways, why would anyone want to do
them?

The answer is simple:
THE SWAMPS AREN’T ABOUT WATER QUALITY

THEY’RE ABOUT
DREDGING
.

As early as 2016, at a
Great Lakes Dredging
Team meeting, Scudder
Mackey identified
Cullen Park as a
“wetland” site to reuse
dredged material when
when the open lake
dumping ban took
effect.
This slide is from a power point presentation made
to the Great Lakes Dredging Team by Scudder
Mackey, Chief of the ODNR Office of Coastal
Management.

BY 2018 THE CULLEN PARK PROJECT HAD BEEN PUT INTO PLAY
On June 18, 2019 the City of
Toledo filed this application with
OEPA.

At this time, funding for the project was coming
from a grant the City of Toledo obtained from the
Ohio Clean Lakes Initiative.

This was a modest plan
to beneficially reuse
dredged materials to
shore up erosion along
Summit Street and
create small barrier
islands to prevent
further erosion

WHAT HAPPENED NEXT:
• The City withdrew its application.
• H2Ohio was publicly announced

• ODNR got its allocation of H2Ohio funds
• ODNR gave the Port $4.8 million to take over the
Cullen Park project.
• The Cullen Park project became a “nutrient
reduction” project and the reuse of dredged
materials was abandoned.
• The Grassy Island project was added to the
program.

If dredged materials aren’t being used, how can
these projects be about the dredging?
Easy, it’s not about dredge disposal.

It’s about DREDGE REDUCTION
Bernoulli’s principle

aka the garden hose effect

Increasing the force of the flow through the Toledo Harbor, forces more
sediment past the Harbor, leaving less for the Port to dredge.

CURRENT STATUS OF THE PROJECTS
Cullen Park Swamp is almost complete and the permitting process will being soon.
• Permitting process begins with an Application to the Corps of Engineers
• Corps will send it to OEPA for a 401 Water Quality Certification
• OEPA will issue a public notice of the Application.

• OEPA will determine whether public comments are sufficient, or if public hearing is necessary
• OPEA will decide whether or not to issue the Certificate and send it back to the Corps
• The Corps will issue a public notice of the Application.
• The Corps will determine whether public comments are sufficient or if a public hearing is necessary
• The Corps will also determine whether the Port should be required to submit an Environmental Impact Statement
that describes in more detail how the swamp will impact the surrounding areas

• The Corps will decide whether or not to issue the permit

The Grassy Island swamp is still in the design phase.
• The designs are not final and are still being revised.
• When the designs are finished, they will follow the same permitting process as the Cullen Park Swamp.

WHAT WE ARE DOING
• Watching the progress of the swamps and staying informed to the best of our ability
• Checking public notices every day to make sure we don’t miss permit applications
• Keeping everyone as informed as we can through
• Facebook – Stop The Swamp And Save The Maumee Bay;
• Email list – to get on the list, send an email to stoptheswamp@yahoo.com and let us
know you want on, and
• Website Stoptheswamp.org
• Holding public meetings like this when there is a lot of new information we need to make
sure everyone knows
• Increasing public awareness with yard signs and t-shirts

HOW YOU CAN HELP
• WHEN WE LET YOU KNOW THE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD HAS COMMENCED ON AN APPLICATION - SEND IN A
COMMENT. If you don’t send in a comment, they won’t know you object to the swamps.
• Stay informed and get the word out. Make sure people know what is going on and that it will affect a lot more then
Point Place residents.
• Sign the postcards we have at the sign in tables. There are 4 signature lines on each page, you only need to sign
one. We will cut them up, make copies and send them to ODNR, the Governor, H2Ohio administrator, the Port
Authority, and to any else whose attention we need to get.
• If you don’t want to sign the pre-printed postcard, there are blank ones so you can write whatever comment you
want and leave it in a basket on a table. We will address it, stamp it, and mail it with the others.
• Call or write one or more of the government representatives in the hand out we had at the sign in tables. You will
likely get a voicemail when you call and there is a sample of what to say on the back.
• Donate – combined we have spent over $1,000 of our own money on ink, paper, website, signs, t-shirts, etc. We
can’t afford to continue self funding.

ENOUGH is ENOUGH
The Maumee Bay Is Being
Consumed Piece by Piece

We Must Stand Up and Protect It
Before It Is Gone Forever.
.

This is the Maumee Bay in 1960 when Point Place was a
destination resort community.

Then they put in Grassy Island

Then they put it Facility Three

Now they want to add 2 swamps.

THIS IS GONE FOREVER

We need to preserve and protect what’s left.

www.stoptheswamp.org

For more information contact:
Ann Foeller
419-705-0959
afoeller@aol.com

